Preface
People’s insatiable appetite and need for communications, trade, entertainment, and access to
information, is as old as humanity itself. In today’s society, this manifests itself in an increasingly
rich set of network-based human-to-human, human-to-machine, and machine-to-machine
interactions and applications. Examples of such applications include communications through
the intermediary of social networking sites such as FaceBook and MySpace. They include B2C
trading as exemplified by Amazon.com and now most brick-and-mortar companies, C2C trading
with companies such as eBay as well as free-sharing models such as BitTorrent, and B2B
trading with supply-chain integration and algorithmic trading. They have expanded into
entertainment with massively multiplayer on-line gaming and virtual worlds such as SecondLife.
They encompass access to exponentially growing and increasingly accessible information with
new paradigms of on-line encyclopedia such as Wikipedia, and search-based access to the
huge amount of information available on-line with tools provided by Google, Yahoo, and others.
These types of interactions and applications are more than ever served and delivered over the
Web and the underlying telecommunications networks. As the supporting information format has
evolved from voice and sound to content-rich data and video, that has driven the need for very
large amount of flexible bandwidth at the core of the network and all the way to the end-users
and end-computers. And this is most certainly only the beginning.
The information and application explosion that we are currently experiencing, is in large part
possible due to the radical progress in optical communications technology over the last few
decades. Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexed (DWDM)-based optical mesh networks that
route optical connections using optical cross-connects (OXCs) have been proposed as the
means to implement the next generation optical networks. Optical mesh network architectures
as we envision them will dynamically provide transmission capacities to higher-layer networks,
such as inter-router connectivity in an increasingly IP-centric service infrastructure. They will
also provide the intelligence required for efficient operations, and control and management at
the core of the network.
Optical mesh networks will support a variety of dynamic wavelength services, enabling
network services such as bandwidth-on-demand, just-in-time bandwidth and bandwidth
scheduling, bandwidth brokering, and optical virtual private networks that open up new
opportunities for service providers and their customers alike. At the core of this next generation
optical mesh network lies the intelligence of the optical network elements and network
management platforms required to efficiently provide routing and fast failure recovery. That is
precisely the subject of this book.
Most of the books on optical communications or optical networks currently available include
a host of subjects – from optical transmission technology to general network architectures,
planning, analysis, modeling, and management and control. Contrary to that approach, our book
presents an in-depth treatment of a specific class of optical networks, namely path-protection
oriented mesh optical networks, and focuses specifically on routing and failure recovery
associated with Dedicated Backup Path Protection (DBPP) and Shared Backup Path Protection
(SBPP). This book focuses on the routing, recovery, dimensioning, performance analysis, and
availability in such networks. This book is intended as a reference for practicing engineers
working on the deployment of intelligent fiber-optic networks, and for researchers investigating a
host of problems on this subject. This book is not meant for readers interested in fiber-optic
communications in general, as it does not provide information about optical transmission at the
physical layer, or the technology required for the deployment of such an intelligent optical
network. There are a large number of such books in the literature, including, for example,
Agrawal1, Keiser2 and Palais3 for the reader seeking a deeper understanding of the underlying
optical components and transmission technology, as well as a number of general texts on
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optical networks (such as books by Stern, Ellinas and Bala4, by Ramaswami and Sivarajan5, by
Jukan6 and Mukherjee7. In addition, readers who seek a more detailed understanding on the
control plane of optical networks have resources such as the book by Bernstein, Rajagopalan
and Saha8 and readers who want a deep understanding of survivability in optical as well as
MPLS, SONET and ATM networks are encouraged to read such references as the books by
Grover9, Mouftah and Ho10 and Zang11.
Different parts of the book will be appropriate for different audiences. Some chapters will be
of more interest to network planners and designers, while others, more forward-looking, will be
of more interest to researchers.
Chapters 1, 2, and 3 are suitable for a reader who wants to gain some qualitative knowledge
of intelligent optical networks. These chapters give a basic description of mesh optical networks
and the basic concepts on routing and restoration in such networks, without treating these
subjects in depth. Chapter 1 explains the evolution of optical networks and discusses different
network architectures, Chapter 2 describes the numerous survivability techniques that are
available for optical networks in general, and Chapter 3 focuses on routing and survivability
concepts for shared mesh optical networks in particular.
Detailed discussions on algorithms for routing and Dedicated and Shared Backup Path
Protection in mesh optical networks are presented in Chapters 4 through 10 and this material
will be of interest to practicing engineers and researchers who are currently deploying or
investigating the benefits of intelligent mesh optical networks. Chapter 4 introduces and focuses
on the specific routing and recovery framework covered and studied in the reminder of the book:
mesh optical networks operated with a path-based protection architecture, in particular
Dedicated Backup Path Protection (DBPP) and Shared Backup Path Protection (SBPP).
Chapter 5 presents a detailed introduction to and discussion of the algorithmic aspects of
routing in path-protected mesh networks, and assesses the corresponding routing complexity.
Chapter 6 discusses a number of practical and efficient routing heuristics, Chapter 7 describes
advanced cost metrics that can be incorporated in these heuristics to drive certain network
behaviors, and Chapter 8 describes ways of controlling and managing the amount of sharing
through additional modifications of these heuristics. Chapter 9 takes the problem of routing and
recovery in mesh optical networks a step further by investigating techniques for route
computation with partial network information. In Chapter 10, we address the problem of
reoptimizing the network and rerouting of connections over time as demand changes and the
network infrastructure evolves.
Finally, Chapter 11 addresses the dimensioning and recovery performance of mesh optical
networks through analytical means, while Chapter 12 covers and studies the service availability
of path-protected connections in these networks. These chapters will be of interest to engineers
who are interested in the dimensioning and capacity planning aspects of mesh optical networks,
and to those who want to understand the availability performance that can be achieved for pathprotected connections, and how it relates, or not, to recovery times. This work is also relevant to
researchers, as routing with availability objectives or constraints, and network dimensioning, are
two subjects that are actively being investigated by researchers in the area of optical networking.
The reader is referred to http://www.eng.ucy.ac.cy/gellinas/book.html for useful resources such
as a web service to apply the mesh routing algorithms described in the book as well as several
case studies.
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optical fiber â€”â€”-> This type of media is used for high transmission speed and can also transfer data over long distances. coaxial
â€”â€”-> Traditionally used for television but can now be used in a network to connect the customer location to the wiring of the
customer premises. Explanation: UTP cables are used in wired office environments. Coaxial cables are used to connect cable modems
and televisions. Fiber optics are used for high transmission speeds and to transfer data over long distances. STP cables are used in
environments where there is a lot of interference. Which statement describe A. Wap Area Network B. Wide Area Network C. Wide Array
Net D. Wireless Area Network Ans= (B). 22. What is the main difference between a mainframe and a super computer?Â 29. Coded
entries which are used to gain access to a computer system are called_? A. Entry codes B. Passwords C. Security commands D. Code
words Ans= (B). 30. Which of the following statements is true about Minicomputer and Microcomputer?Â A. A Mechanical Input device
B. Optical input device C. Electronic input device D. Optical output device Ans= (B). 35. UNIVAC is_? A. Universal Automatic Computer
B. Universal Array Computer C. Unique Automatic Computer D. Unvalued Automatic Computer Ans= (A). Optical mesh networks will
support a variety of dynamic wavelength services, enabling network services such as bandwidth-on-demand, just-in-time bandwidth and
bandwidth scheduling, bandwidth brokering, and optical virtual private networks that open up new opportunities for service providers and
their customers alike. At the core of this next generation optical mesh network lies the intelligence of the optical network elements and
network management platforms required to efficiently provide routing and fast failure recovery. That is precisely the subject of this book.
Different parts of the boo...Â Chapters 1, 2, and 3 are suitable for a reader who wants to gain some qualitative knowledge of intelligent
optical networks. In this question type, you are given a short text with some blank spaces. You have to fill in the blanks with one or two
words taken directly from the passage. To practice this question type effectively, look at the words or phrases just before and after the
blank spaces carefully. This may give you some idea about where to look for the answers in the passage. [â€¦] undergraduates and who
are studying ____.Â Look at section B where the author speaks about the knowledge learned on the course to its usefulness for
students who want to become firefighters. They will be capable of doing the job in a professional and expert way: â€œâ€¦. programs in
fire science: they are highly welcome as part of the increasing professionalization of this and many other occupationsâ€. A) network
interface. B) connecting lines. C) network nodes.Â 126. What methods of knowledge transfer does not apply to e-learning. A) Internet.
B) satellite TV.Â 138. Notes that include the slide as well as key comments and points you may want to emphasis while you present
your slide show are know as: A) speaker handouts. B) speaker notes.

